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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE: Nowadays, fresh embryo transfers and frozen embryo transfers are frequently employed
in the treatment of in vitro fertilization. This study aims to compare the pregnancy outcomes in patients
who underwent fresh embryo transfers and frozen embryo transfers.
STUDY DESIGN: All patients who underwent fresh embryo transfers and frozen embryo transfers at the
in vitro fertilization center, Ondokuz Mayis University between 2010 and 2017 were screened retrospectively and the pregnancy results were evaluated at one-year follow-up. The study included a total
of 912 transfers, 679 of which were fresh embryo transfers and 233 were fresh embryo transfers, in 756
patients. Comparisons were made in terms of biochemical pregnancy, clinical pregnancy rate, ongoing
pregnancy, and live birth rate.
RESULTS: Ectopic pregnancy, biochemical pregnancy, and abortus in fresh embryo transfers were
found to be significantly more than that in frozen embryo transfers (p=0.001). However, no statistically
significant difference in terms of clinical or ongoing pregnancy rate or live birth rate was observed. Birth
weight was significantly lower in fresh embryo transfers than in frozen embryo transfers (p=0.001, p=
0.031). Multiple pregnancies preeclampsia, preterm labor, and placental abruption did not show a statistically significant difference in fresh embryo transfers and frozen embryo transfers. Yet, gestational diabetes was significantly more in frozen embryo transfers (p=0.011).
CONCLUSIONS: Early pregnancy complications in fresh embryo transfers are higher than that in frozen
embryo transfers. In terms of neonatal results, higher birth weight and gestational diabetes are more
prevalent in frozen embryo transfers. In this study, it has been shown that fresh embryo transfers are
more often associated with negative pregnancy outcomes. frozen embryo transfers can be better for
pregnancy results
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Introduction
The transfer of a frozen embryo by the process of thawing
has led to a new era in the history of in vitro fertilization
(IVF). At present, embryos can be frozen at all stages right
from zygote to blastocyst and can be stored for years (1).
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The process of Frozen Embryo Transfer (fzET) has enabled the remaining embryos to be stored and then later transferred without the need for new stimulation; thus offering a
decrease in the cost of IVF treatment. Additionally, fzET has
allowed the postponement of transfers in hyper-responder patients, thereby preventing the occurrence of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS). At the same time, fzET also
provides the possibility of a single embryo transfer, thereby
reducing the risks associated with multiple pregnancies (2).
Besides, it offers a great advantage in cases where the transfer
is postponed due to all sorts of medical or social reasons.
Different perinatal outcomes have been observed in fresh
embryo transfers (frET) and fzET. Earlier studies show that although fzET increase pregnancy rates, they decrease the low
birth weight, small for gestational age (SGA) as well as the
preterm risk (3-5). In addition, there are studies showing that
it creates macrosomia and increases perinatal mortality (5).
In the fresh cycles, higher progesterone and estrogen levels have a detrimental effect on the endometrium. In fzET, on
the other hand, the endometrium is prepared close to natural
high estrogen level has been thought to be associated with
1
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pregnancy was conﬁrmed by monitoring of fetal heartbeat on
the ultrasound.

some poor perinatal outcomes (6,7). Supraphysiological
steroid levels may be another reason that would explain these
perinatal outcomes (6,7).

Statistical analysis
This study was conducted to determine the effect of fresh
or frozen IVF cycles on other variables or parameters.
Descriptive statistics for continuous (numerical) variables were
expressed as mean and standard deviation, while that for the
categorical variables were expressed as number (n) and percentage (%). In order to determine the sample width (magnitude) of the study, power was taken to be at least 0.80 and Type
1 Error was considered to be 0.05. Independent t-test was used
to compare the mean of continuous variables in the groups.
Chi-square test was used to determine the relationship between
categorical variables. The statistical signiﬁcance level (a) was
considered to be 5% in the calculations. The SPSS (IBM SPSS
for Windows, Ver. 24) statistical package program was used for
carrying out the statistical analysis in the study.

This study aimed to compare the perinatal outcomes of patients who underwent frET and fzET.

Material and Method
All patients who underwent frET and fzET in the IVF center of Ondokuz Mayis University between 2010 and 2017
were screened retrospectively and the pregnancy results were
evaluated at one-year follow-up. The study was approved by
the Ethics Committee, Ondokuz Mayis University. The study
was subject to local ethics committee approval
(No:11/02/2019-E.3962) and consent for using data. All authors and the study protocol have complied with the World
Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki regarding the
ethical conduct of research involving human subjects.

Results

A total of 912 transfers, out of which 233 were fzET and
679 were frET, involving 756 patients, were considered.
Comparisons were made in terms of biochemical pregnancy,
clinical and ongoing pregnancy, and live birth rates. The perinatal outcomes included preterm labor, preeclampsia, placental abruption, and gestational diabetes. Patients with either
three or more unsuccessful transfers or those with polycystic
ovary syndrome, endometriosis, and known endocrine diseases were excluded from the study.

No statistically signiﬁcant relationship was found between
frET and fzET groups in terms of age (p >0.05) and infertility
period (p >0.05). Indications do not show a signiﬁcant change
according to frET and fzET groups (p >0.05). (Table I).
In the groups, 13 patients had ectopic pregnancies in frET,
no ectopic pregnancy was detected in the fzET. Ectopic pregnancy was signiﬁcantly higher in frET group (p=0.001). Also,
abortus and biochemical pregnancy were signiﬁcantly higher
in frET than that in the fzET group (p=0.001). There was no
signiﬁcant difference in terms of intrauterine fetal demise,
clinical pregnancy, ongoing pregnancy or live birth rate between the two groups (p=1.000, p=0.900, p=0.696, p=0.630)
(Table II).

Babies born under 37 weeks of gestation were considered
preterm labor. Pregnancies ending before the 20th gestational
week were considered as abortus. Patients with no gestational
sac observed although positive beta-human chorionic gonadotropin (β-hCG) () were included as biochemical pregnancy. Intrauterine ex patients who did not receive fetal heartbeat after 20 weeks of gestation were taken. The diagnosis of
ectopic pregnancy was made by laparoscopy or ultrasonography. Live birth rate was recorded as the birth of a live baby
over 20 weeks of gestation. Ongoing pregnancy was considered a pregnancy that continued after the 12th week. Clinical

There was no signiﬁcant difference between preeclampsia,
preterm labor and placental abruption between the two groups
(p=0.440, p=0.706, p=0.865). However, gestational diabetes
was signiﬁcantly more in fzET than in frET babies (3.9% vs.
0.7%) (p=0.011) (Table III).

Table I: Demographic data
fzET (n = 233)

frET (n = 679)
*p value

Avg.

SD

Avg.

SD

Age

30.63

4.48

30.42

4.59

0.558

Duration of infertility

7.31

4.21

7.49

3.74

0.511

n

Column %

Column %

%

**p.

Unexplained

128

54.9

345

50.8

Low ovarian reserve

20

8.6

50

7.4

Male

71

30.5

254

37.4

Tubal

14

6.0

30

4.4

Indication

*Independent T-test; **Chi-square test

0.245
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Table II: Pregnancy outcomes in frET and fzET
fzET

Ectopic pregnancy
Abortus
Intrautein ex
Biochemical pregnancy (1)
Clinical pregnancy
Ongoing pregnancy
Live Birth
Perinatal mortality

frET

n

%

n

0
40
2
43
189
150
147
1

0.0
27.8
50.0
25.1
81.8
64.9
63.6
20.0

13
104
2
128
533
430
427
4

%
100.0
72.2
50.0
74.9
78.7
64.0
63.1
80.0

*p value
0.001
0.001
1.000
0.001
0.900
0.696
0.630
0.066

* Z-Ratio test result

Table III: Perinatal outcomes in frET and fzET
fzET

Preeclampsia
Gestational diabetes mellitus
Placental Abruption
Preterm Labor

frET

n

%

n

%

6
9
3
17

2.6
3.9
1.3
11.3

21
5
6
58

3.1
0.7
0.9
13.3

*p value
0.440
0.011
0.706
0,245

* Z-Ratio test result

In terms of gestational age, no signiﬁcant difference was
observed between the frET and fzET groups (p=0.944,
p=0.666). Average birth weight was 2838 grams in frET
group, while it was 3396 grams in fzET (ﬁgure 1).

Birth weight was found to be signiﬁcantly lower in frET
group than that in the fzET group (p=0.001, p=0.031) (Table
IV). There was no statistically signiﬁcant difference in terms
of multiple pregnancies between the frET and fzET (p=0.389)
(Table V). In terms of gender and major congenital anomalies,
there was no signiﬁcant difference between the two groups
(p=0.446) (Table VI and VII).

Discussion
Fresh embryo transfer (frET) and frozen embryo transfer
(fzET) are practiced at many centers today. However, differing results related to the neonatal outcomes of these transfers
have been obtained from various studies (2,4,5).
It was observed in this study that abortus, biochemical
pregnancy, and ectopic pregnancy were signiﬁcantly higher in
frET. However, no signiﬁcant difference was observed between the two groups when the neonatal outcomes were eval-

Figure 1: Birth weight in frET and fzET

Table IV: Comparison of birth weight and gestational age in frET and fzET
fzET
Avg.
Birth Week
(Week Avg.)

singleton
twin
triplet

Birth
Weight (gr)

singleton
twin
triplet

37.82
35.87
.
3396.1
2415.1
.

*Independent T-test (a: No statistics are computed.)

frET
SD
2.04
3.06
.
615.4
577.1
.

Avg.
37.80
35.60
32.50
2838.1
2164.2
1600.0

SD
2.53
2.90
4.95
529.6
516.6
777.8

*p value
0.944
0.666
.a
0.001
0.031
.a
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Table V: The relationship between multiple pregnancy rates and types of embryo transfer

Birth Type
Twin

Singleton

Triplet
Total

fzET

frET

Total

n

74

31

105

%

70.5

29.5

100.0

n

354

114

468

%

775.6

24.4

100.0

n

2

0

2

%

100.0

0.0

100.0

n

430

145

575

%

74.8

25.2

100.0

Chi-square = 1.890
p = 0.389
Chi-square test

Table VI: Sex rates in frETs and fzETs

Sex

m

mm

mmm

f

fm

ff

ffm

Total

fzET

frET

n

154

43

197

Total

%

78,2%

21,8%

100,0%

n

20

4

24

%

83,3%

16,7%

100,0%

n

1

0

1

%

100,0%

0.01%

100,0%

n

200

71

271

%

73,8%

26,2%

100,0%

n

27

13

40

%

67,5%

32,5%

100,0%

n

27

14

41

%

65,9%

34,1%

100,0%

n

1

0

1

%

100,0%

0,0%

100,0%

n

430

145

575

%

74,8%

25,2%

100,0%

Chi-square=5,802
p=,446
Chi-square test

uated (except that the birth weight and the frequency of gestational diabetes were more common in the fzET group). The
authors believe that these results are either because of asynchronous relation between the endometrium and embryos in
frET procedure or the hormonal environment due to
Controlled Ovarian Hyperstimulation (COH). Another reason
that can explain these results is that the embryos exposed to
the freeze-thaw process are stronger. However, according to
the results of the present study, application of frET or fzET did
not change the perinatal outcomes in the later gestational

weeks. Also, the clinical pregnancy rate, live birth rate, and
ongoing pregnancy rate were not different.
For better perinatal results, not only a high-quality embryo
but also the endometrium needs to be hormonally and biochemically suitable. The studies have shown that high estrogen level caused by COH may exert its effects on implantation
and placenta (8,9). There was no difference found in terms of
perinatal outcomes between the frET and fzET patients using
donor oocytes. Since similar levels of progesterone and estro-
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gen were found in frET and fzET patients, no endometrial hyperstimulation-induced effects were observed (10,11).
In their study, while evaluating patients using autologous
oocytes and donor oocytes, Mar Vidal et al. did not ﬁnd any
difference between the frET and fzET in patients using donor
oocytes, yet they found poor perinatal outcomes in patients
using autologous oocytes because of COH administration (12).
The literature does not report any signiﬁcant difference between frET and fzET in terms of clinical pregnancy and ongoing pregnancy (12). In terms of live birth (13,14), there are
studies indicating that live birth rate is higher in fzET, although this result could not be obtained in other studies
(15,16). In the present study, there was no difference in terms
of clinical pregnancy, ongoing pregnancy, and live birth rate.
Literature also reports different results on abortus. In some
studies, abortus has been found to be higher in fzET than that
in frET; however; there are also studies stating that there is no
difference in terms of abortus between fzET and frET (17-19).
Also, the rates of biochemical pregnancy are not different in
frET and fzET according to the outcome of some studies (17).
Nevertheless, the results of the present study clearly show that
abortus and biochemical pregnancy were signiﬁcantly higher
in frET.
Earlier studies on ectopic pregnancy have shown that the
frequency of ectopic pregnancy is less in fzET (20,21), which
has also been observed in the present study. The presence of
high contractility and impaired endometrial receptivity in frET
cycles may lead to ectopic pregnancy (21,22).
In terms of neonatal results, 37,703 singleton pregnancies
evaluated by Maheshwari et al. in their meta-analysis demonstrated that SGA, low birth weight, preterm labor, perinatal
mortality, and postpartum bleeding were less in fzET than that
that in frET (4).
In another study, Maheshwari et al. evaluated 112,432 singleton pregnancies and reported that while low and very low
birth weight pregnancies were lesser in the fzET group, in
terms of preterm rate and anomaly rate, there was no difference
between frET and fzET (23). The ﬁndings of the present study
in terms of neonatal outcomes appear to be consistent with
these results. No other neonatal differences were identiﬁed
other than the birth weight being higher in fzET. Also, gestational diabetes is more frequent in the fzET group; however,
the reason is not completely understood. Inadequate growth resulting from incompatibility between the endometrium in the
frET cycles and the synchronization with the embryo may be
one of the reasons. Furthermore, it is also thought that some
changes in the early embryo due to the freeze-thaw process
may cause macrosomia in frozen embryos (24).
The authors of the present study did not ﬁnd any difference
between frET and fzET in terms of the gestational week.

However, studies indicating that preterm labor is more common in fzET and that there is no signiﬁcant difference between
a gestational week in frET and fzET have been reported in the
literature (5,25,26).
Although the present study is a retrospective one, it is important as it reveals that early pregnancy complications are
more frequent in frET.
The most important shortcoming of this study was that the
implantation rate was not considered. As the number of embryos transferred in these patients was not reliable in the
records of the authors, thus this information was not considered. The present study has shown that the results of early
pregnancy are better in fzET than in frET cycles. Deterioration
of the endometrial environment with COH may also have an
impact on these results. As for neonatal results, there have
been no differences except birth weight and gestational diabetes. Prospective studies are warranted to better understand
this issue.
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